Tribute to Jean Claude Ziv
Jean Claude & CODATU

In 1980, with two French colleagues, is the Founder

Until 2013, Secretary General
Jean Claude

Degrees

- Master in Eng., Ecole Central de Paris, 1973
- PhD, Cornell University, USA, 1976
- Doctorate in Urbanism, IUP, University Paris XII, 1978
Jean Claude

Honors

• Knight of the Legion of Honor & “academic palms”

• Counselor of the French Government for Foreign Trade
Jean Claude

University Career

- 1980, Doctor, Paris Urbanism Institute (IUP), University Paris XII
- 1994, Chair Professor, Logistics & Transport, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (CNAM), Paris
- 2008, Secretary, National Board, CNAM
Jean Claude

• Supervised many Masters and PhD Students, IUP and CNAM

• Created a Post Graduate Programme in Transport (urban, passenger & freight), CNAM

• This offers Masters and PhD

• It gained wide international recognition
Jean Claude

Membership of National Transport Boards

- French Railway Board
- French Aviation Board
- French “Avenir Transport”, society of French parliament members involved in transport
Jean Claude

Expertise

• Freight and passenger transport
• Highways, air, maritime & river transport
• Local and national governments
• Public / Private companies & institutions
Consultancy and Advisory

• Special Consultant to the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank
• Adviser, General Manager, Veolia Transport
• Advisor, General Manager, CARLSON WAGONLIT Travel
Jean Claude

Personal memories related to CODATU

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ................. ∞
Jean Claude

Tributes;

International Friends
Tributes;
Ali Huzayyin on behalf of CODATU
Cheering Him
For Ziv Was a Jolly Good Fellow…
(repeat 3 times)
which nobody can deny
Which nobody can deny
I am going to tell you why?!
For Ziv Was a Jolly Good Fellow……
One Moment Please!
I am sure he would have loved this; ……
Jean Claude

IS NOT Was!!
For Ziv IS a Jolly Good Fellow…

(repeat 3 times)

which nobody can deny

Which nobody can deny

I am going to tell you why?!

For Ziv IS a Jolly Good Fellow……
Jean Claude,

Thank You

We shall remember you with all the good memories